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“And you said no, no how do you know I had a fight with Tang Huan.”

“I don’t want to talk to you anymore, I’m leaving first.”Hua Mingxin ran off in a panic.

Omi didn’t bother to pay attention to her.

In the blink of an eye, three months passed.

In these three months, Omi’s business in the Spell Department had become even better, and although
he hadn’t made it to the strongest and biggest in the Spell Department, he was able to rank in the top
thirty.

“Big brother, it seems that our Tang’s guidance can only go so far in the spell department, and the
training and guidance classes in the spell department are much more competitive than the air tearing
department.”Fatty found Omi and said to Omi.

Omi thought about it, he had to think of a way to increase his competitiveness.

Omi asked, “Fatty, which is the largest training class in the Department of Spells right now?”

“It’s a shop called ‘Heavenly Learning Method’, and I heard that this Heavenly Learning Method of
theirs made three billion Xian coins last ten thousand years.”

“What? Three billion?What the hell, I’ve only made a few hundred and thirty million in the Air Tear
Department, and after messing around for half a day, it’s not even a tenth as much as others ah.”Omi
was shocked, and thought that he was already making a lot of hundreds of millions of Xian coins in the
Air Tear Department before.

“Brother, there are more people in the Spell Department than the Air Tear Department, so the market
is naturally much bigger.Even if we became the strongest instruction class in the Air Tearing
Department before, we wouldn’t be able to make it into the top ten in the Spell Department ah.The
top ten guidance classes in the spell department have profits of more than 1 billion immortals per
10,000 years.” A second to remember to read the book

Don Omi asked, “And how much do we, Don’s Guidance, now in the Spell Department, expect to earn
per 10,000 years?”

“Our Tang Guidance is only ranked 28 in the Department of Spells, and if we go by the current
situation, we’ll only be able to make 200-300 million per 10,000 years.”

“That’s so little.”

“Yes, big brother, before we thought that with you defeating Chang Tu Jiu and practicing the Star
Shifting Method, it would allow us to shine in the Spell Department, but the truth is that it wasn’t that
easy, of course, we’re already considered good, after all, it’s only been a few months since we opened,
and we’ve reached this level.”



“It’s far from enough, that’s not what I, Omi, am aiming to become the biggest and strongest guidance
shop in the entire Immortal Academy.Fatty, summon everyone to a meeting.”

“Good.”

Soon, all of Omi’s men came.

“Everyone, today’s meeting is very important, we, Tang’s Guidance, have been opening a chain of
stores in the Department of Spells for several months now, what I didn’t expect was that it wasn’t as
big a success as I had initially expected, in fact, how about making less money than in the Department
of Air Tear in this ten times larger market.So, today, I’ve called you all here for a meeting on how we
should be able to make our Don’s Guidance the biggest and strongest Guidance shop in the Spell
Department, beating the other competitors.”

“Omi, I think it’s difficult.”Bai Hanyan said.

“Where is it difficult?”

“I can’t tell you, we’re still installing the Air Tear sets, but they’re not as successful as the Air Tear
sets.”

“All I can say is that the competition here is too fierce, and I’ve visited other guide shops before, and
their quality isn’t bad at all.”

Omi said, “By the way, what’s our current price?”

“It’s the same price as the other guide shops, one fairy coin at a time.”

Omi said, “Then let’s

Let’s have a price war, a fairy coin twice.”

“It’s useless, we tried that before, but it’s still the same.Omi, if it wasn’t for you having a bit of
prestige before, I’m afraid we wouldn’t even have achieved this much.”

“Then what exactly do we need to do to attract popularity?Let’s think.”

However, no one thought of a way.

Just then, Omi suddenly said, “We can find spokespersons ah, the two most beautiful women in the
spell department are Hua Mingxin and Tang Huan, we ask Hua Mingxin and Tang Huan to be the
spokespersons of our Tang’s guidance.”

“What’s a spokesperson?”

“It’s the characters that increase the popularity of Tang’s guidance class.Hua Mingxin and Tang Huan’s
fame is undoubtedly in the Spell Department, right, we invite them to be the spokespersons, no, not
just the two of them.We invite all the beautiful women in the Spell Department to be spokespersons,
and then, we also engage in some fashion from time to time.A beauty pageant.What do you guys
think?”

“This would be too much of a bulls*it.”



“Believe me, this is in no way bulls*it, no matter where it is, beautiful women are the most attractive,
if all the beautiful women in the Department of Magic were invited here, do you think that all the boys
in the Department of Magic would have to come here, no matter if they are chasing or looking at
beautiful women, all of them would have to come here, right?Although just because they come here, it
doesn’t mean they spend money with us, but any market will only have business if there are more
people.”

“This.”Everyone still felt that Omi’s devious idea was bulls*it.

Lin Huajun said, “Big brother, do we need to find that handsome guy?There are also a lot of girls in the
spell department, girls account for at least forty percent of the total, girls aren’t interested in
beautiful women.”

Omi said, “That’s a good suggestion, all of the handsome guys are also here, let’s simply have a beauty
contest.Select the top ten beauties, and the top ten handsome men.Then, based on the names, we’ll
also give rewards, first place, one thousand immortal coins, and tenth place, one hundred immortal
coins.In addition to that, we then hold a Tang spell competition, and also select the top ten, first place,
reward thirty thousand Xian coins; second place, twenty thousand Xian coins; third place, ten thousand
Xian coins; and tenth place, one thousand Xian coins.”

Everyone frowned outright.

Meifu said, “Brother Tang, you’re too much of a loser like this, spending so much for no reason that
hundreds of thousands of Xian coins are gone.Yeah, no one in the other guidance classes would be
willing to waste it like this.”

“Well, how can it be called an activity without spending money.It costs money, but as long as the
results are good, it’s worth it.”

“Is that really how to engage in it?”

“Sure. Then, we’ll divide up the work and start promoting it right away, and start holding it in six
months.”

“Alright.”

Half a year later, the first Spell Department Beauty Pageant began.

Omi was the host.

“Everyone, below, we’re going to have a beauty contest, the first election will be the Spell
Department’s Top Ten Beauties, and anyone who becomes one of the Top Ten Beauties will be
rewarded accordingly.And, those who become the top ten beauties will all have the opportunity to
sign a contract with our Tang’s guidance and become the spokesperson of our Tang’s guidance.”

“What is a spokesperson ah?”

“It’s the image representatives of our Tang’s guidance, as long as they sign up with us to become
image representatives, we will give an endorsement fee of ten to fifty thousand dollars per ten
thousand years.So, if you become one of the top ten beauties, you won’t just get a reward, you can
also sign a contract oh.”

“Wow.”Countless girls in the audience’s eyes flashed and flashed.
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